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After the best first quarter since 1998, with the Dow ahead by 6.4%, the S&P up 

by 5.4%, the Nasdaq gaining 4.8% and the Russell 2000 Index doing 7.6% 

better, things started out the second-quarter on Friday with another nice 

advance, courtesy of a good March jobs report. The report showed a gain of 

216,000 jobs, with 230,000 in the private sector being offset by a loss of 16,000 

in the government. It was the best gain since last May and the unemployment 

rate also declined to the lowest in two years, down to 8.8%. In addition, the 

March ISM Manufacturing Survey maintained itself at seven year high levels, 

which is the main reason why stocks in this group have been doing so well 

lately. On the other hand, February construction spending declined to its 

lowest level since October 1999, probably a victim of the awful weather in 

many parts of the country at that time. 

  

Friday’s first day of April started out the month in a pattern consistent with 

what prior April’s have done recently, as according to the statistics, the S&P 

had an average gain of 0.4% on the first day of the month in the past 20 years, 

so Friday’s S&P advance of 0.5% was consistent with the recent historical 

gains. In addition, the S&P has advanced on the first day of April every year 

since 2006, so Friday’s gains will extent that record as well. Finally, believe it 

or not, April is the third best month of the year for the S&P over the past 50 

years and some market historians claim it is the best month of the year for 

other averages such as the Dow.  

  

The Dow reached a gain of 100 points by 12:15pm, at which point it cooled off 

a bit to show an advance of 85 at 2:45pm, when a peculiar thing happened. 

From that time until 3:15pm, it went into a steep dive to show a gain of only 27 

points, when it got its act together once again and finished with another 

upward thrust to end 57 points higher. And breadth numbers went along with a 

positive advance/decline ratio of 21/9 
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Market Update: 

 

DJIA:               12395 

S&P 500:         1333 

Nasdaq:           2791 

 

10YR T-Note:     3.41% 

 

VIX:                  17.43 

 

EUR/USD:        1.419 

 

Gold                  1433 

Crude Oil:      108.13 

 

Prices Current as of 

12:36 PM 

Source: Bloomberg 
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There were all sorts of explanations as to what caused the sudden drop off and 

partial recovery, but the most obvious was that when the Dow was on its high, 

the VIX got as low as 16.44, down 1.30 points. This starts getting it close to its 

ultimate downside support level of 15.35 and was probably the reason why 

things had to cool off a bit. In fact, it ended at 17.40, down .34, which was 

slightly less than the Dow was up, whereas on the Dow high, the VIX was down 

more than it should have been, which gives credence to the argument that 

things were a bit overbought at the intraday highs.  

  

Other reasons put forward for the comedown from the best levels were that 

funds that track the S&P were selling shares in raise money to buy stock in the 

largest money manager, which was added to the S&P to replace a global 

biotechnology company, and there has to be some credibility to this, as the 

volumes in both of these stocks was at least 10 times what it normally is, but 

did funds execute these orders at that particular time, and in any event they 

were not so smart because today the former is down and the latter is up, which 

is the opposite of what they were on Friday.  

  

Perhaps motivating the upside as well was the news that two U.S. exchanges 

are making a bid for the international stock exchange based on New York, in 

order to counteract the earlier bid from Deutsche Boerse to get involved in the 

exchange here. Completely ignored in the overall optimism is the fact that 

crude oil prices just will not quit on the upside, as they reached a two and a 

half-year high at $108 a barrel. In addition, there was the usual blah, blah out of 

Japan on the nuclear situation and Greece, Ireland and Portugal, and why 

hasn’t the latter situation wreaked the same sort of havoc on our markets that 

it did last year, if the situation in these three countries is getting worse? But 

you can be sure that on the next down day here, those old European 

“explanations” will be dusted off to explain lower equities in the U.S. 

  

Finally, there were statements from various Fed officials, particularly the New 

York Fed President, that it would be a “surprise” if they did not complete 
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their Q.E.2 program of $600 billion in bond purchases. He also added that the 

“benefits of further Q.E. have diminished a bit because the risk of deflation, 

which was one of the primary motivators of Q.E.2, has diminished 

considerably.” It is astounding that the Fed was the only entity around that 

saw something that was so imaginary as the threat of deflation was, and what 

did they get for their efforts to raise asset prices – an explosion upward of 

most commodity prices, particularly energy products, which has to have a 

negative effect on consumer spending. 

  

After the best two-week advance since early December, things are cooling off a 

bit today, as the Dow has not been able to hold a gain of 30 points, which was 

its best early level, and the S&P is also finding resistance at current levels all 

the way to the yearly highs of 1344 reached on February 18th. It would appear 

that this could be a fairly quiet week ahead of the onslaught of first-quarter 

earnings reports which will be upon us next week. In addition, the economic 

report calendar is on the light side as well.  

  

Materials and commodity type stocks are doing well on further gains in grain, 

metals and energy prices, although crude oil is perhaps finding some 

resistance over the $108 barrel level. Otherwise, some technology groups are 

weak, especially semiconductors on a report that global chip sales declined 

1.1% in February from the prior month. On the other hand, merger and 

acquisition activity continues to do well, with $635 billion worth of deals done 

so far in 2011, a 25% increase over last year at this time.  

  

Otherwise the VIX refuses to go too much lower lately, having found support in 

the mid-16 level as mentioned above, and is trying to go up a bit as this is 

being written, with a gain of .13 to 17.48 even as the Dow is ahead by 18 points 

at the present time. If one wants to put an optimistic spin on this, let us 

remember that if both the market and the VIX go higher, this is ultimately 

friendly for stocks because it puts the VIX further away from its downside 

support level while stocks go up, theoretically giving them more room to 
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advance. 

  

  

The S&P trades at 13.8 times forward earnings, and 15.8 times current 

earnings, as 2010 earnings are going to be $85 for the S&P and $99 for 2011, 

according to the analysts who follow these companies. The average P/E 

multiple for the S&P going back to 1954 has been 16.2. 

  

For all of 2010, earnings increased by +30%, which was the most since 1995. 

For 2011 the analysts are forecasting increases of +17%, as reported by 

Bloomberg Financial and this would be the largest two-year advance since the 

period ended in 1995. This means that S&P earnings for 2010 were $85 and 

projected to be $99 in 2011. This would equate to around a 17% gain this year. 

The highest ever earnings for the S&P in one year took place in 2006, at $88. 

  

After four consecutive quarters of negative G.D.P. growth, we now have six 

consecutive quarters of positive growth, starting with the third-quarter of 2009 

and continuing with every quarter in 2010 according to the Commerce 

Department.  For all of 2010, G.D.P. rose at a 2.9% rate, which was the highest 

since 2006 after a decline of 2.6% in 2009. For 2011, the prediction is G.D.P. 

growth of 3.5% and it is 3.9% in 2012. 

  

  

Donald M. Selkin 
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Don Selkin is the Chief Market Strategist at National Securities Corporation, member FINRA/SIPC, (NSC) 

and provides the Fair Value analysis for CNBC each morning.  The commentary provided in this Market 

Letter is intended to provide our customers with timely market analysis and should not be considered a 

research report.  This Market Letter may contain, and is limited to: Discussions of broad based indices; 

Commentaries on economic, political or market conditions; Technical analyses concerning the demand and 

supply for a sector, index or industry based in trading volume and price; Statistical summaries of multiple 

companies’ financial data, including listings of current ratings; and, Recommendations regarding increasing 

or decreasing holdings in particular industries or securities.  This Market Letter does not make a financial 

or investment recommendation or otherwise promotes a product or service of the firm.   This Market Letter 

contains only news, facts, and commentary on information previously reported from a news source 

believed to be accurate and reliable by the author.  These news sources include the following:  {Bloomberg 

Financial, Reuters, Associated Press}. It is possible that at any given point in time, the author, NSC, or one 

or more of its employees or registered individuals associated with NSC, may hold a position, either long, or 

short, as well as options, bonds, or other instruments in the companies noted in this report.  This Market 

Letter is intended strictly for current National Securities Corporation customers only.  
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